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Abstract
This work mainly addresses the design a large scale network using dual stack mechanisms. We concentrated on
the most imperative theoretical notions of the IPv6 protocol, such as IP addressing, address allocation, routing
with the OSPF and BGP protocols and routing protocols performance in dual stack network using GNS3
simulations and Wireshark Network protocol analyzer. It is evaluate a real large-scale network environment
utilizing accessible end-to-end estimation methods that focuses on a large-scale IPv4 and IPv6 backbone and
made performance the IPv4 and IPv6 network. In this paper, we compiled IPv6 address planning in a large scale
network, performance metrics of each network in terms of time sequence graph, round trip time, TCP throughput,
TCP connection time and the number of TCP connections per second that a client can establish with a remote
server. It is found that, a minor degradation in the throughput of the TCP, TCP response time and a lower packet
loss rate are arise in a real large scale dual stack network. We also showed a concise case study on relationship
between RTT and network topology, which is cooperative to develop the performance of IPv6 networks. The
result shows the proposed scheme for network migration from IPv4 to IPv6 is more reliable than other existing
schemes.
Keywords: IPv6, IPv4, double stack, simulators, performance measurement, BGPv4, OSPFv3, migration, ISP
1. Introduction
Currently, the Internet consists of native IPv4, native IPv6, and IPv4/IPv6 dual stack networks. Unfortunately,
IPv4 and IPv6 are unsuited protocols. When both IP versions are available and the users of Internet desire to
connect without any limitations, a transition mechanism is mandatory. During the occasion of migration from
IPv4 to IPv6 networks, a number of transition mechanisms have been suggested by IETF to ensure smooth,
stepwise and independent changeover. The conception of transiting from IPv4 mesh to IPv6 mesh is being
processed strongly. The transition between IPv4 internet and IPv6 will be a long procedure as they are two
completely separate protocols. IPv6 is not backward well-suited with IPv4, and IPv4 hosts and routers will not
be adept to deal directly with IPv6 traffic and vice-versa. As IPv4 and IPv6 will co-exist for a long time, this
wants the transition and inter-operation mechanism. Due to this cause several transitions mechanisms have been
developed that can be used to build the transition to IPv6 efficiently. Most of the applications today support IPv4
and therefore there is a need to run these applications on IPv6 access network, especially to persons who are
generally on mobile and they want to securely connect to their home network so as to reach IPv4 services. IPv6
is developed as a network layer protocol, overcoming the problems in IPv4. Its 128-bit address format
considerably enlarges the address space and will gratify the address demands for a fairly long time. Although,
IPv6 has no built-in backwards compatibility with IPv4, which means IPv6 networks cannot correspond with
IPv4 in environment. Competently IPv6 has considered a parallel, independent network that coexists with its
support IPv4. IPv6-supported applications and IPv6-accessible contents are still the marginal; the majority of
network resources, services and applications still remain in IPv4. A number of transition techniques are existing
to maintain the connectivity of both IPv4 and IPv6, to accomplish inter connection between IPv4 and IPv6, and
also support the adoption process of IPv6. Vendors expect to invest on implementing well-developed transition
techniques, so that their products can have good capability and bring high profits. As for internet service
providers (ISP), they require to find a way to provide the existing services for both IPv4 and IPv6 users, and
organize their services with an expected deployment of transition techniques on the Internet.
In this paper first, present an IP address planning and network design for dual stack network which encompass
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IPv4 and IIPv6 address siimultaneously.. A large scale network implemented with help of advancce dynamic routing
protocols. Second, investigate the diffferent behavioors of IPv6 peerformance onn a path-by-paath basis over time
performannce. In this paaper a virtual study of the performance oof IPv4-only nnetwork with that of dual stack
transition mechanism (D
DSTM) under various typess of traffic pattterns is acceppted out. In thhe proposed DSTM
enabled neetwork architeecture, the hostts in IPv4 netw
work commennces connectionn with hosts inn the IPv4 network
over an inntegrated IPv44/IPv6 networkk. The analysiis makes use of Wireshark graphing capaabilities to sho
owed
round trip time for ACK
Ks overt timee known as a round trip tim
me graph, trannsmission throoughput using TCP
sequence nnumbers calleed throughput graph, sequennce number veersus time graaphs that help to see if traff
ffic is
moving allong without interruption, ppacket loss, oor long delayss called as tim
me sequence ggraph Stevenss and
tcptrace.
2. Transitiion Method
Since theree is such a largge difference bbetween IPv4 and IPv6, theyy cannot comm
municate directtly with each other.
o
A system that is capable of handling IPv6 traffic ccan be made bbackward com
mpatible, but ann already deplloyed
system thaat handles only IPv4 is not able to handlle IPv6 datagram. This meaans that a majoor upgrade pro
ocess
would neeed to take placee, involving huundreds of millions of machhines, in order to make a com
mplete transition to
IPv6. Thiss way is too expensive and time consuminng and in anyy case will nott happen overnnight. The network
world willl most likely see
s a gradual ttransition to IP
Pv6, where IP
Pv6 will be inttegrated into thhe IPv4 world
d that
exists todaay. There are different
d
kindss of technologiies which can be applied suuch as dual staack, tunnelling, and
translationn. At present, three
t
transitionn mechanisms,, dual stack, tuunneling, and ttranslation, aree proposed to solve
the problems due to thee co-existence of IPv6 and IPv4. Over sevveral transitionn techniques hhave been used
d and
tested for tthe communications betweenn different netw
works to ensurre IPv4 and IP
Pv6 interoperabbility. Therefore, to
make deciision on the best suited trannsition methodds, it is really important to hhave an overvview of the cu
urrent
IPv4 netw
works. In addittion, enterprisses must analyyze needed fuunctionalities, scalability, annd securities in
n the
corporation.
2.1 Dual SStack
The Dual Stack techniqque is entitled as native duaal stack or duaal IP layer. Booth protocols IPv4 and IPv6
6 run
parallel onn the similar network infrasttructure which does not neceessitate encapssulation of IPvv6 interior IPv4
4 and
vice versa. A common dual-stack
d
miggration approacch as shown inn Figure 1 maakes a transitioon from the co
ore to
the edge. T
This includes enabling
e
two T
TCP/IP protoccol stacks on thhe WAN core routers. In a ccommon dual stack
migration firstly the edgge routers, and firewalls, thhen the server--farm switches and finally the desktop ac
ccess
routers. Onnce the networrk supports IP
Pv6 and IPv4 pprotocols, the pprocess will ennable dual prootocol stacks on the
servers andd then the edgge entities. Thee dual stack dooubles the com
mmunication reequirements, w
which in turn ca
auses
performannce degradation. The dual sstack method is literally to use two IPv44 and IPv6 sttacks for operrating
simultaneoously, which enables
e
apparaatus to run onn either protoccol, accordingg to accessiblee services, network
availabilityy, and adminisstrative policiees. This can bee accomplishedd in both end ssystems and nnetwork devices. As
a result, IP
Pv4 enabled prrograms use IP
Pv4 stack and tthis goes the iddentical for IPvv6.

Figure 1. Duual stack mechhanism
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The IP header version field would play an important role in receiving and sending packets. In other words, this
kind of IPv6 transition is the encapsulation of IPv6 within IPv4. The complete transition can be managed by
domain name system (DNS).
2.2 Tunnelling
Tunnelling, from the insight of transitioning, enables unsuited networks to be bridged and it is usually applied in
a point-to-point or sequential manner of a network. Three mechanisms of tunnelling are offered: IPv6 over IPv4,
IPv6 to IPv4 automatic tunnelling and tunnel broker. Tunnelling IPv6 traffic over an IPv4 network is another
possibility. This approach allows the IPv6 traffic to be encapsulated in an IPv4 packet and forwarded, creating an
IPv6 tunnel over the IPv4 infrastructure. A tunnel can be created as a solution for transporting IPv6 traffic, from
IPv6 node to the destination IPv6 node, over the IPv4-only network. A “virtual link” is created and, from the
perspective of the two establishing IPv6 nodes, this appears as a point-to-point link. The different types of
tunnelling techniques can be categorized into two types: manually configured and automatic tunnelling. A
point-to-point link has to be manually configured, as the name suggests. For automatic tunnelling, an IPv6 node
can dynamically tunnel packets by using a 6 to 4 address. This is used to transfer data between compatible
networking nodes over incompatible networks. There are two ordinary scenarios to apply tunnelling: the
allowance of end systems to apply off link transition devices in a distributed network and the act of enabling
edge devices in networks to inter-connect over incompatible networks.
2.3 Translation
The meaning of translation is to convert directly protocols from IPv4 to IPv6 or vice versa, which might result in
transforming those two protocol headers and payload. This mechanism can be established at layers in protocol
stack, consisting of network, transport, and application layers. The translation method has many mechanisms,
which can be either stateless or stateful. While stateless means that the translator can perform every conversion
separately with no reference to previous packets, stateful is the vice versa, which maintains some form of state in
regard to previous packets. The translation process can be conducted in either end systems or network devices.
The fundamental part of translation mechanism in transition process is the conversion of IP and ICMP packets.
All translation methods, which are used to establish communication between IPv6-only and IPv4-only hosts, for
instance, NAT-PT or BIS, apply an algorithm known as stateless IP/ICMP translator (SIIT).
3. Design a Large Scale Network in Dual Stack
In this paper, a large scale network is design based on dual stack network. This dual stack network is designed
for a nationwide ISP. Design considerations are given below:
3.1 Topology Design
In this paper our designed ISP has 4 main operating area or region. Each region has 2 small POP. Each region
network has one data centre to host content. Regional network are inter-connected with multiple link.
(i) Regional Network
Each regional network has three routers. One core and two edge routers, point of presence (POP) for every
region. POP will use a router to terminate customer network, i.e. edge router. Each POP is an aggregation point
of ISP customer.
(ii) Design Consideration
Each regional network should have address summarization capability for customer block and CS link WAN.
Prefix planning should have scalability option for next couple of years for both customer block and infrastructure.
No Summarization require for infrastructure WAN and loopback address. All WAN links should be ICMP
reachable for link monitoring purpose. Conservation will get high preference for IPv4 address planning and
aggregation will get high preference for IPv6 address planning. OSPF is running in ISP network to carry
infrastructure IP prefix. Each region is a separate open shortest path first (OSPF) area. Transport core is in OSPF
area 0. Customer will connect on either static or external border gateway protocol (eBGP). Internal border
gateway protocol (iBGP) will carry external prefix within ISP core IP network.
(iii) IPv6 Address Plan Consideration
Big IPv6 address space can cause very large routing table size. Most transit service provider apply IPv6
aggregation prefix filter (i.e. anything other than /48 &<=/32 prefix size. Prefix announcement need to send to
internet should be either /32 or /48 bit boundary IPv6 address plan consideration (RFC3177). WAN link can be
used on /64 bit boundary. End site/customer sub allocation can be made between /48~/64 bit boundary. APNIC
utilization/HD ratio will be calculated based on /56 end site assignment/sub-allocation.
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(iv) Addressing Plans – ISP Infrastructure
• Point-to-Point links: Protocol design expectation is that /64 is used (/127 now recommended/standardized
(rfc6164)). (Reserve /64 for the link, but address it as a /127).
• Other options: A /126s are being used (mirrors IPv4 /30). A /112s are being used. For node ID we have leaves
free final 16 bits. There are some discussion about /80s, /96s and /120s.
• ISPs should receive /32 from their RIR: Normally address block for router loop-back interfaces a number all
loopbacks out of one /48 address. We have used /128 IP address for loopback. Address block for infrastructure
/48 network block allow 65k subnets. A /48 network address per region, this is for the largest international
networks. A /48 network address for whole backbone. Customers get one /48 block network address. Unless they
have more than 65k subnets inwhich case they get a second /48 (and so on). In typical deployments today
Several ISPs give small customers a /56 or single LAN end-sites a /64, e.g.: /64 if end-site will only ever be a
LAN. A /56 block network for medium end-sites (e.g. small business) and a /48 network block for large end-sites.
Registries will regularly assign the next block to be contiguous with the first allocation, minimum allocation is
/32. Very expected that subsequent allocation block will make this up to a /31.
• IPv6 Allocation Form registry is: 2406:6400::/32.
• IPv4 Allocation From registry is: 172.16.0.0/19.
3.2 Address Plan for IPv6
For the address planning we followed RFC 3849, which is IPv6 address prefix reserved for documentation.
Details IP address plan for IPv6 is given below (Tables 1 to 8):
Table 1. Top level distribution infrastructure and customers
Block

Prefix

Description

1

2406:6400::/32

Parent Block

2

2406:6400:0000:0000::/36

Infrastructure

2406:6400:1000:0000::/36
2406:6400:2000:0000::/36
2406:6400:3000:0000::/36
2406:6400:4000:0000::/36
2406:6400:5000:0000::/36
2406:6400:6000:0000::/36
2406:6400:7000:0000::/36
3

2406:6400:8000:0000::/36

Customer network Region 1

2406:6400:9000:0000::/36
4

2406:6400:a000:0000::/36

Customer network Region 2

2406:6400:b000:0000::/36
5

2406:6400:c000:0000::/36

Customer network Region 3

2406:6400:d000:0000::/36
6

2406:6400:e000:0000::/36
2406:6400:f000:0000::/36
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Table 2. Summarization option infrastructure and customers
Block

Prefix

7
8
9
10

Description

2406:6400:8000:0000::/35
2406:6400:a000:0000::/35
2406:6400:c000:0000::/35
2406:6400:e000:0000::/35

CS net summery region1 [R2]
CS net summery region2 [R5]
CS net summery region3 [R8]
CS net summery region4 [R11]

Table 3. Details distribution infrastructure
Block

Prefix

Description

2

2406:6400:0000:0000::/36

Infrastructure

11

2406:6400:0000:0000::/40
2406:6400:0100:0000::/40
2406:6400:0200:0000::/40
2406:6400:0300:0000::/40
2406:6400:0400:0000::/40
2406:6400:0500:0000::/40
2406:6400:0600:0000::/40
2406:6400:0700:0000::/40

Loopback, Transport & WAN

16

2406:6400:0800:0000::/40

R2 DC

2406:6400:0900:0000::/40
17

2406:6400:0a00:0000::/40
2406:6400:0b00:0000::/40

R5 DC

18

2406:6400:0c00:0000::/40
2406:6400:0d00:0000::/40

R8 DC

19

2406:6400:0e00:0000::/40
2406:6400:0f00:0000::/40

R11 DC

Table 4. Details loopback address
Block

Prefix

Description

20

2406:6400:0000:0000::/48

Loopback

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

2406:6400:0000:0000::1/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::2/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::3/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::4/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::5/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::6/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::7/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::8/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::9/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::10/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::11/128
2406:6400:0000:0000::12/128

R1 loopback 0
R2 loopback 0
R3 loopback 0
R4 loopback 0
R5 loopback 0
R6 loopback 0
R7 loopback 0
R8 loopback 0
R9 loopback 0
R10 loopback 0
R11 loopback 0
R12 loopback 0
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Table 5. Summarization customers block region 1
Block

Prefix

Description

2406:6400:8000:0000::/35
2406:6400:8000:0000::/37
2406:6400:8800:0000::/37
2406:6400:9000:0000::/37
2406:6400:9800:0000::/37

Customer block region 1 [R2]
Customer block POP1 [R1]
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block POP2 [R3]

Table 6. Summarization customers block region 2
Block

Prefix

Description

2406:6400:A000:0000::/35
2406:6400:A000:0000::/37
2406:6400:A800:0000::/37
2406:6400:B000:0000::/37
2406:6400:B800:0000::/37

Customer block region 2 [R5]
Customer block POP1 [R4]
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block POP2 [R6]

Table 7. Summarization customers block region 3
Block

Prefix

Description

2406:6400:c000:0000::/35
2406:6400:C000:0000::/37
2406:6400:C800:0000::/37
2406:6400:C000:0000::/37
2406:6400:C800:0000::/37

Customer block region 3 [R8]
Customer block POP1 [R7]
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block future use/POP
Customer block POP2 [R9]

Table 8. Summarization customers block region 4
Block

Prefix

Description

2406:6400:e000:0000::/35

Customer block region 4 [R11]

2406:6400:E000:0000::/37

Customer block POP1 [R10]

2406:6400:E800:0000::/37

Customer block future use/POP

2406:6400:E000:0000::/37

Customer block future use/POP

2406:6400:E800:0000::/37

Customer block POP2 [R12]

3.3 Address Plan for IPv4
IP address Plan for IPv4 is given below (Table 9 to 12):
Table 9. Parent block IPv4
Block

Prefix

Size

Description

1
2
3

172.16.0.0
172.16.0.0
172.16.16.0

/19
/20
/20

Parent Block
Infrastructure
Customer Network
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Table 10. Details infrastructure WAN block IPv4
Block

Prefix

Size

Description

12
13
14
15

172.16.10.0
172.16.10.0
172.16.10.4
172.16.10.8

/24
/30
/30
/30

WAN Prefix
Router 2-1 WAN
Router 2-3 WAN
Router 1-3 WAN

16
17
18

172.16.10.24
172.16.10.28
172.16.10.32

/30
/30
/30

Router 5-4 WAN
Router 5-6 WAN
Router 4-6 WAN

19
20
21

172.16.10.48
172.16.10.52
172.16.10.56

/30
/30
/30

Router 8-7 WAN
Router 8-9 WAN
Router 7-9 WAN

22
23
24

172.16.10.72
172.16.10.76
172.16.10.80

/30
/30
/30

Router 11-10 WAN
Router 11-12 WAN
Router 10-12 WAN

Table 11. Details infrastructure block transport & loopback IPv4
Block

Prefix

Size

Description

25
26

172.16.12.0
172.16.13.0

/24
/24

Transport link
Transport link

27

172.16.15.0

/24

Loopback

Table 12. Details customer IPv4 block
Block

Prefix

Size

28

172.16.6.0

/20

Customer network

29
30
31

172.16.16.0
172.16.16.0
172.16.18.0

/22
/23
/23

Router 2 summary net
Router 1 CS network
Router 3 CS network

32
33
34

172.16.20.0
172.16.20.0
172.16.22.0

/22
/23
/23

Router 5 summary net
Router 4 CS network
Router 6 CS network

35
36
37

172.16.24.0
172.16.24.0
172.16.26.0

/22
/23
/23

Router 8 summary net
Router 7 CS network
Router 9 CS network

38
39
40

172.16.28.0
172.16.28.0
172.16.30.0

/22
/23
/23

Router 11 summary net
Router 10 CS network
Router 12 CS network
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4. Simulattion and Anallysis
Simulationns are perform
med using GNS
S3. For the sim
mulation we uused Cisco 72000 series routeer. A server contain
core i7 proocessor with 8G
GB RAM usedd for run the siimulation.

(a)

(b)
Figuree 2. (a) Simulation network iin GNS 3 (b) iB
BGP peering F
For Region 1 simulation Netw
work in GNS 3
In the test bed dual stackk network, an IISP has 4 mainn operating areea or region. Eaach region hass 2 small POP. POP
will use a rrouter to termiinate customerr network. GN
NS 3 topology iis given in Figuure 2(a).
4.1 Network Connectionn Pattern
face, the follow
wing steps muust be done onn a Router. Ennable IPv6 un
nicast
Before enaabling OSPF33 on an Interfa
routing annd enable IPv66 CEF. In regioon 1 router R11, R2, R3 havee iBGP peeringg with other nnetworks showed in
Figure 2(bb).
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In the sam
me way R5, R44, R6 have iB
BGP peering w
with others in rregion 2. R8, R7, R9 have iBGP peering with
others in reegion 3. R11, R10,
R R12 havee iBGP peeringg with others iin region 4.
4.2 Outputt and Analysis
For analyssis routing prootocols we useed Wireshark. This paper coontains details analysis of w
wireshark trace
es for
investigatiing the behavviors of TCP congestions ccontrol mechaanism. Packetss are capturedd from the ro
outers
interface. IIt is discussedd some measurrement from thhe topology w
with necessary figures. The ppapers will ana
alysis
the following facets:
• Basic sloow start and avvoidance mechhanisms in IP nnetwork.
• Variationn of the TCP sllow starts mecchanism that usses fast retranssmit followed bby congestion avoidance.
• Receiverr-advertised floow control mecchanisms
• Round trrip time and Thhroughput of thhe connectionss.
4.2.1 OSPFv3 Packet Annalysis
c
whichh may occur inn the topologyy: link status cchanges and linnk weight chan
nges.
There are two types of changes
F protocol deteects link statuss changes via the HELLO pprotocol. The H
Hello packet eencloses no address
The OSPF
informatioon at all. Ratheer, it contains an Interface ID
D that the origginating routerr has allottedtoo uniquely ide
entify
(among itss own interfacees) its interfacee to the link. T
This Interface IID will be usedd as the networrk-LSA’s link state
ID if the rrouter becomess the designateed router on thhe link. The OSPF packet heeader now embbraces an "Insttance
ID" that ppermits multipple OSPF protoocol illustratioons to be run on a single liink. The neighhbour arrangement
performs tthe same functtion in both IP
Pv6 and IPv4. S
Specifically, itt collects all innformation maandatory to forrm an
adjacency between two routers when such an adjaccency becomess essential. Whhen the OSPF
F protocol dete
ects a
change in the topology,, it creates new
w LSAs approopriate for thee cause and flooods them thrroughout the OSPF
O
domain. A
As the new LSA
As are floodedd they are accouunted for in thhe “OSPF caused OSPF updaates” statistic.

Figure 3. O
OSPF Hello paacket
Each neighhbor arrangem
ment is hop to a single OSPF interface. Thee Interface ID tthat the neighbbor advertises in its
Hello packkets should bee traced in the neighbor struucture. The rouuter will includde the neighboor’s Interface ID
I in
the router’’s router-LSA when either a)) advertising a point-to-poinnt or point-to-m
multipoint linkk to the neighb
bor or
b) advertissing a link to a network whhere the neighbbor has becom
me the designated router. In IPv6 OSPF sp
prints
directly ovver IPv6’s netw
work layer. W
When, it is encaapsulated in onne or more IPvv6 headers witth the Next He
eader
field of thhe immediatelyy encapsulatinng IPv6 headerr set to the vaalue 89. In Figgure 3 we havve shown OSP
PF v3
hello packket which sourrce OSPF routte from 172.16.15.1. This ddesignated rouute from 172.16.15.2 and ba
ackup
designatedd route from 172.16.15.
1
This is OSPF heello packet, w
which next heaader is OSPF IGP. Hello pa
acket
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interval tim
me duration is
i 10s. OSPF caused BGP updates are measured when the connecction between
n two
iBGPpeerss changes. Thiis signals a chaange in the unnderlying OSPF
F network bettween the peerrs, and so the cause
c
of the subbsequent updaates is attributted to the OS
SPF protocol. All routing pprotocols creaate overhead when
w
performingg routing; ofteen this is routiing traffic oveerhead when exxchanging infformation withh other routers, this
routing traaffic is necesssary for protoccol operation. However in certain situatiions such as a rapidly chan
nging
network thhis traffic cann come to connsume large aamounts of avvailable bandw
width and be detrimental to
o the
network thhroughput. Linnk state protocols such as OS
SPF are more ccomplicated thhan distance veector protocols and
create extrra overhead inn the form off bandwidth, m
memory and C
CPU usage in order to calcuulate and store the
routing tabbles, in smalleer networks thhis leads to EIGRP being m
more efficient. When used iin larger netw
works.
OSPFs hieerarchical natuure gives an addvantage over E
EIGRP when uused with propperly configureed areas in ord
der to
limit routiing overhead. Simulations pperformed by found that IG
GP has better bandwidth utiilization and lower
protocol trraffic than OSP
PF.
OSPFv3 ppackets are trannsmitted in IP
Pv4 datagram’ss with a protoccol identifier eequals to 89. T
That is, OSPF does
not use TC
CP or UDP in the
t transport laayer. OSPF packets have a common headeer plus a speciffic part, resulting in
five differrent types of packets:
p
Helloo (Type-1), Daatabase Descriiption (Type-22), Link-State Request (Typ
pe-3),
Link-Statee Update (Typee-4), and Link--State Acknow
wledgment (Typpe-5).
4.2.2 BGP
P Packet Analyysis
BGP is thee path-vector protocol
p
that iis work on excchanging exterrnal AS routinng information and operates level
of address blocks or AS prefixes. BGP
P routers exchaange routing innformation usiing open, updaate, notification
n and
keepalive message.A snnippet of captu
tured date shoowing update and keepalivee message is sshown in Figu
ure 4
captured B
BGP traffic is from the TCP
P port 179. Figgure 4 illustrates frame numbber 138 and thhe number of bytes
b
multiple protoocols, the framee shows Ethernnet protocol so
captured oon this frame. As
A messages ooriginate from m
ource
and destinnation address,, the source annd destinationn addresses off IP, source annd destinationss port numberrs for
TCP and details of BG
GP. In Figurre 4 we havee shown BGP
P keep alive message from
m 2406:6400::1 to
2406:64000::2.

Figure 4. B
BGP Packet analysis
BGP operaates over a Traansmission Conntrol Protocol (TCP) as a traansport protocool (port numbeer 179). TCP has an
advantage over User Daatagram Protocol (UDP) connnections: BG
GP does not neeed to implem
ment fragmenta
ation,
retransmisssion, acknowlledgment, andd sequencing. BGP has the capability to support Classsless Inter-Domain
Routing (C
CIDR) in ordeer to reduce thhe size of the IInternet routinng tables. CIDR
R allows routeers to group ro
outes
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together in order to minimize the number of routing information carried by the core routers, which makes it a
dominant Internet routing protocol and allows the aggregation of routers. Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) uses
CIDR routing technology and CIDR notation in the same way as Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). IPv6 was
designed for fully classless addressing. In CIDR, all Internet blocks can be of random size and classless
addressing uses a variable number of bits for the network and host portions of the address. A view of the traffic
collected using Wireshark is shown in Figure 4. It illustrates the protocol structure for a randomly selected BGP
update message, which contains path attributes for the advertised Network Layer reach ability Information
(NLRI). It opens and saves captured packet data, imports and exports packet data from and to other capture
programs, filters and searches packets based on various criteria, colorizes packet display based on filters, and
creates various statistics.As messages originate from multiple protocols, the frame shows Ethernet protocol
source and destination address, the source and destination addresses of IP, source and destinations port numbers
for TCP, and details of BGP. The update message has a marker of 16 bytes and length of 19 bytes. There are four
types of message like type 1 indicates open message, Type 2 indicates that this message is an update message,
type 3 indicates notification message, and type 4 indicates keepalive message. IGP is assigned to the origin
attribute, AS path attribute has a length of 19 bytes, maximum hop limit 64, and payload length 39 bytes.
4.2.3 TCP Operations
The TCP operation is defined in RFC1323 are no operation (for padding), maximum window size (SYN),
window scale (SYN), SACK permitted (SYN), SACK option (Acknowledges), time stamp (SYN &
Acknowledges). The usage of the TCP SACK option is negotiated during the 3-Way hand shake. The Selective
acknowledgement (SACK) option can be activated from one or both sides. Without SACK option, only the last
received segment of a contiguous series can be acknowledged. The SACK Option allows acknowledging
non-contiguous segments of a series and can request for specific segments. The SACK Option can improve the
throughput of LFN’s significantly. Acknowledges (ACK) is used to point whether the acknowledgment field is
valid. PSH is place when the sender requests the remote application to push this data to the remote application.
RST is used to reset the connection. SYN (for synchronize) is used inside the connection start up phase, and FIN
(for finish) is used to close the connection in an arranged mode. Information gathered during the handshake
consists of the sender and receiver advertised window Sizes (rwnd), maximum segment size (MSS), whether a
window scale option (WS) is being used, and if the sender and receiver support selective acknowledgement
(SACK) options. The TCP checksum is applied to a synthesized header that contains the source and destination
addresses from the external IP datagram. The first stage of a TCP session is establishment of the connection.
This requires a three-way handshake, ensuring that both sides of the connection have an explicit understanding
of the sequence number space of the remote side for this session.
The performance insinuation of this protocol exchange is that it takes one and a half round-trip times (RTTs) for
the two schemes to synchronize status before any data can be sent. Once the connection is established, TCP starts
slowly to determine the bandwidth of the connection and to avoid overflowing the receiving host and other
devices or links in the path. After the connection has been established, the TCP protocol manages the consistent
exchange of data between the two systems. The traffic service reply time is explicit as the time between a request
and the corresponding response. A single packet of length 19 is sent with the PSH flag set. The PSH flag
indicates to the receiver that the contents of the receive buffer should be immediately passed to the application
layer. Another data packet of size 19 is sent. At this point there are 20 bytes of in flight or unacknowledged data
on the wire.
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Figure 5. TC
CP connection hhandshake
The sequence number off the TCP SYN
N segment thatt is used to iniitiate the TCP connection beetween the routter to
router. Thee flow graph shows
s
the BG
GP peers particcipating in the traffic exchannge. At time 116.146 s, an up
pdate
message iis sent from source
s
addresss 172.16.15.1 to the destinnation addresss 172.16.15.2, port 179 and
d the
destinationn sends an ackknowledgemennt back to thee source implyying that it iss ready for traaffic exchange
e. An
exchange of data happpens between only two BG
GP peers at a time.When the addresses 172.16.15.1 and
172.16.15..2 exchange data among themselves, there is no data exchangged between 2406:6400::1 and
2406:64000::2.
The receivver acknowledgges (ACK) datta sent by the sender. A winddow size (rwnnd) of 16346 iss also advertise
ed by
the receiveer with this AC
CK. When thee connection w
was establishedd, a congestionn window (cw
wnd) of size 1 MSS
(size 14600 bytes) is initialized. Each ttime an ACK is received thhis congestion window is inccreased by 1 MSS.
M
With ACK
K sent with, thhe congestion w
window size iis increased byy 1, like, cwndd = cwnd + 1 MSS, or 2 MSS =
2920 bytess. This patternn of sending daata and receiviing ACKs betw
ween the sendder and receiveer continues. When
W
congestionn is encountereed, as indicatedd in the trace bby a fast retrannsmission, a coongestion avoiidance algorith
hm is
used to reeduce the sendder's window ssize, and to ggrow it back toowards the recceiver's adverttised window size.
Congestionn avoidance requires that annother variablle be maintainned called the slow start thrreshold or sshttresh.
The flow graph of the captured IPv44 and IPv6 traaffic is shownn in Figure 5.. It includes tthe source add
dress,
destinationn address, TCP
P port numberr, TCP message (ACK).The flow graph haas shown the IP
Pv4 and IPv6 BGP
peers partticipating in thhe traffic exchhange. At tim
me 17.738 s, aan ACK messaage is sent froom source address
172.16.15..2 to the destiination addresss 172.16.15.1 and the destinnation sends aan acknowledggement back to the
source impplying that it is ready for traaffic exchange.. An exchangee of data happeens between onnly two BGP peers
p
at a time. A
At time 55.5211 s, an ACK m
message is sentt from source aaddress 2406.66400::2 to the destination address
2406.64000::1 and the destination sends an acknow
wledgement baack to the sourrce implying tthat it is ready for
traffic excchange. An exxchange of datta happens bettween only tw
wo BGP peers at a time. Whhen the destination
address receives the ackknowledgemennt, it knows thhat the link is aactive and it reesumes the daata exchange again.
a
The Wiresshark System recognizes m
many abnormallities or errorss and creates a list sorted bby severities likes:
l
segment loost, duplicate ACK,
A
retransm
missions, fast R
Retransmissionns, zero window
w and window
w full.
4.2.4 Timee Sequence Grraph
Time sequuences show the
t general acctivity and eveents that occuur during the lifetime connection. The X-axis
X
represents time, and Y-aaxis representss sequence num
mber space. T
TCP Stream G
Graph allows rrecognizing alll the
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following abnormalities::
• Lost Fram
mes
• Duplicatee Frames
• Out of orrder Frames
• TCP Seqquence numberr and Segment Sizes
• Acknowlledges, Delayeed Acknowledgges
• Duplicatee and Selectivee Acknowledgges
• Retransm
missions and Faast Retransmisssions
• Windowss Sizes, slidingg Window, excceeded und froozen Windowss Size
• Window Scaling‚ Zeroo Window and Window Full Situation
• Slow Staart, full Flow raate and Flow thhrottling
A graph of TCP sequence numbers veersus time is ggiven in Figuree 6. When an ACK is obtainned, it contain
ns the
sequence number relatinng to the folllowing byte too be received. By default, Wireshark coonvert all sequ
uence
numbers innto relative nuumbers to faciilitate comprehhension and traacking of the loads engagedd in a TCP sesssion.
This meanns that the sequuence number correspondingg to the first paacket in a TCP connection alw
ways begins with
w 0
and not froom a random value 0 - (2^32))-1) generated by the TCP/IP
P stack of the opperating system
m. By under pe
erfect
situation, tthe representattion of connecttion will show
w a line growinng over time shhowing the efffective perform
mance
of TCP connnection. A tim
me sequence grraph is shown iin Figure 6. Ussing the Time-S
Sequence-Grap
aph (Stevens) of this
trace, all ssequence num
mbers from thee source (2406:6400::5) to the destinatioon (2406:64000::4) are increa
asing
monotoniccally with respect to time. If there is a retraansmitted segm
ment, the sequeence number oof this retransm
mitted
segment shhould be smaller than those oof its neighboriing segments. W
When ACKs aare delayed, succh as when an ACK
A
is produced for every othher packet, the growth is still approximatelyy linear but som
mewhat slowerr. Due to occasion’s
gaps and juumps that interrrupts the conttinuity of the liine. This is norrmally due to a resend of datta as a consequ
uence
of lost segments, ACK duplications,
d
exxpired timeoutts, etc.

Figure 6. Time sequencee graph
The time--sequence grapph for the sam
me period meentions there are gaps (shoowed in red) between sequ
uence
numbers, this indicatingg congestion iin the networkk. These gaps also concur w
with the fast rretransmission
n and
retransmisssion events inn the trace. Thee round trip tim
me graph for A
ACK indicatess some dots thaat are gather closer
c
towards thhe x-axis indicating a consisttent response ttime but there are a quit a feew dots that arre sharply clim
mbing
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towards thhe top. The doots in red coloor are during tthe time the faast retransmitss arise and shoown the maximum
length in R
RTT. This graaph gives a veery valuable soource of inform
mation to notiice anomalies in the behavior of
certain connnections. Thee given time-sequence graphh for the connnections showss a reasonable slope, equal to the
maximum bandwidth froom end-to-endd.
In Figure 7 we have shoown time sequuence graph inn TCP trace fr
from 2406:64000::9:179 to 24406:6400::8:50
0475.
The y-axiss of Figure 7 represents thee relative TCP
P sequence nuumber. Each small tick marrk represents 5,000
5
sequence nnumbers. The x-axis
x
is time, in seconds. Thhe solid line coomprises manyy smaller I-shaaped line segm
ments,
each of w
which represennts the range oof sequence nnumbers contaained in a TC
CP segment. T
The height of the I
indicates tthe user-data payload
p
size, inn bytes. The sllope of the “liine” formed byy these I-shapeed characters is
i the
data rate aachieved by thee connection. A
Any movemennt to the lower rright indicatess a retransmission.

Fiigure 7. Time ssequence graphh (TCP trace)
me range providdes the average throughput oover that time. As we can see
e, the
The slope of the line for any given tim
highest seqquence numbeer sent was aboout 17000 at tim
me 3500, whicch provides forr a rough averaage good put ra
ate of
4.85 bytes/s.
The bottom
m line represennts the highestt ACK numberr received at thhe sender so faar. As discusseed previously, TCP
searches fo
for additional bandwidth
b
whiile it operates, by increasingg its congestionn window. It ddoes not violatte the
receiver’s advertised winndow. We see this in operatiion in this grapph as the uppeer line moves ffrom the lowerr line
toward thee upper line over time. If the uupper line is nnever reached, eeither the sendder or the usablle network cap
pacity
is the limiiting factor foor the throughpput of the connnection. If the upper line iis always reacched, the receiver’s
window iss the likely lim
miting factor.F
From the figurre it shown inncrease of tim
me sequence off Byte are increase
accordinglly. Here data frame
fr
are beginnning from 160000 Bytes.
4.2.5 RTT
T Measurementts
Round-tripp time (RTT) is
i the durationn of time it takkes for a signall to be sent pluus the length oof durations it takes
for an acknnowledgment of that signal to be receivedd. This time deelay consequenntly comprisesof the transmission
time spanbbetween the tw
wo points of a signal. In the context of com
mputer networrks, the signal is generally a data
packet, annd the RTT is also known aas the ping tim
me. The RTT w
was originally estimated in TCP which ca
an be
found refeerence numberr: RTT = (α · Old RTT) + ((1 − α) · N
New round tripp sample), W
Where α is con
nstant
weighting factor (0 ≤ α < 1). Choosingg a value α cloose to 1 makess the weighted average resisttant to changess that
last a shortt time. Choosiing a value forr α close to 0 m
makes the weigghted average respond to chaanges in delay very
quickly. Inn a network, particularly
p
aw
wide-area netw
work or the Innternet, RTT iss one of severral factors affecting
latency, w
which is the time between a request for data and the complete retuurn or display of that data. RTT
evaluationn is one of the most importannt performancee parameters inn a TCP exchaange, particulaarly in the case
e of a
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large file ttransfer. All TCP
T
implemenntations eventuually drop packkets and retrannsmit them, noo matter how good
the qualityy of the link. If
I the RTT estimate is too loow, packets arre retransmitted unnecessarilly; if it is too high,
the connecction may sit iddle while the hhost waits for a timeout.
One simplle way to find the RTT for suuch a flow is tto find the timee between the syn-ack and thhe data packet. The
response fflows take a litttle different innformation. Whhen a host trannsmits a TCP ppacket to its peeer, it ought to wait
a certain ttime for an accknowledgmennt. If the replyy does not reaach within thee expected peeriod, the pack
ket is
implicit too have been losst and the dataa are retransmiitted again. If the traffic flow
ws over the w
wide-area Intern
net, a
second or two seconds are reasonablle during peakk operation tim
mes. Networkk traffic for transmission co
ontrol
protocol R
RTT is shown in
i Figures (8, 9). If the RTT
T guess is too llow, packets arre retransmitteed gratuitously
y; if it
is too highh, the connectioon may sit inacctive while thee host waits forr a timeout.

Figgure 8. RTT ggraph for IPv6 connection

Figgure 9. RTT ggraph for IPv4 connection
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From the Figure 8 average RTT for IPv6 address 2406:6400::4 to 2406:6400::5 are below 0.05 s. Sometimes we
got higher RTT when router working process becomes high. In the Figure 9 shows RTT for IPv4 address
172.16.15.5 to 172.16.15.4. In Figures 8 and 9 shown for IPv4 and IPv6 average RTT are below 0.05 s. The
differences in round trip time on IPv4 and IPv6connection do not show significant difference.
4.2.6 TCP CUBIC
TCP CUBIC is an achievement of TCP that has an optimized congestion control algorithm for networks with
large bandwidth delay product (BDP). The key aspect of CUBIC is that its window enlargement function is
defined in real time so that its increase will be independent of RTT. Instead, window development depends only
on the time between two successive congestion events. This property of CUBIC makes it friendly and fair to
other flows in heterogeneous network. Congestion window of CUBIC is determined by the following function:
Wcubic = C(t-K)3 + Wmax, where C is a scaling factor, t is the elapsed time from the lastwindow
reduction,Wmaxis the window dimensions just before the last window reduction and K= Wmaxß/C, whereK is
theestimated time period that would take to reach Wmax. Disregarding further packet loss, K is computed as
follows: Wmin is the reduced window size just after the last congestion event. Congestion window after
congestion event is in steady state where it grows concavely up to Wmax, after which it enters probing state and
grows convexly until next congestion event. ß is a constant multiplicative decrease factor applied to window
reduction at the time of loss event. As per the Figure 8 exposed, the minimum RTT was around 0.03 sec and
maximum RTT was around 0.18. The congestion C=0.5, t=0.18, K=3, β=0.8
K= 65535*0.8/0.5= 47.1553
3

Wcubic = 0.5(0.18-47.1553) + 65535 = 13705.3004 or 13705 approx. In this Graph we study that, CUBIC set up
snooping for bandwidth in which the window grows step-by-step at the start, accelerating its development as it
proceeds away from Wmax. This assessed development Wmax improves the constancy of the protocol and increase
the consumption of the network while the fast growth left from Wmax ensures the scalability of the protocol.
4.2.7 Throughput
Throughput is imperative to understanding end-to-end performance. In Figure 10 shows the TCP throughput
outcomes of a perfect form and a real IPv6 backbone for different packet sizes. From the TCP throughput
outcomes we discerned the very close throughputs for both IPv4 and IPv6 networks in terms of small message
sizes. From the TCP throughput results, we furthermore discoveredthat throughputs for both IPv4 and IPv6
networks in any message size are very similar. In a real large dual stack network, the throughputs of the IPv6
augment rapidly in small message sizes of 256 bytes. Then the throughput becomes level until the 768-byte
message size range. Conversely, the throughputs decreased a little bit up to the 1408-byte message size range. In
a real large-scale network, we attained a minor degradation for IPv6 compared to IPv4 networks because the
overhead of the IPv6 address size is more significant. TCP reflect on two most important factors: TCP window
size and the round trip latency to transfer data. If the TCP window size and the round trip latency are known, the
maximum possible throughput of a data transfer between two hosts may be calculated in spite of of the
bandwidth using the expression: TCP-Window-Size-in-bits / Latency-in-seconds = Bits-per-second throughput.
Instantaneous throughput is the rate (bps) at which a host receives the packets.
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Figure 10.. Throughput ggraph
If the packkets consist of F bits and thee transfer takess T seconds forr the host to reeceive all F bitts, then the ave
erage
throughpuut of the packets transfer is F
F/T bps. In thee figure we havve shown throoughput [Byte//second] increa
asing
over increaase of time. Att 950 s throughput becomes maximum 1.22 B/s. After a ccertain times thhroughput beco
omes
stable. Wee can calculate throughput tw
wo ways. Throuughput without window scaliing depends onn TCP window
w size
and round trip time.Maxximum throughhput = TCP Wiindow Size / R
Round-trip timee.Throughput w
with widow scaling
depends onn bandwidth, round
r
trip timee and TCP window size.Throoughput with w
window scalingg calculate by given
g
formula Sccaling factor caalculation = Baandwidth x Roound trip Time /TCP window
w Size. For 10M
Mbit/second scaling
factor is = 10Mbit/s x 2000ms/ 500000bbits = Factor 4.. We analysis tthe throughputt, when error raate is 0, we rea
ached
maximum throughput. When
W
router pprocess increaases rapidly coongestion occuurred due to R
RTT loss in router
interface. W
We determinedd whether winddow is put reassonable is the m
most precise. If the window iis put unreason
nable,
the througghout producedd by congestion vary significcantly. Supposse that each linnk is 10 Mbits / s, RTT is arround
2-8 ms froom the router interface, thee length of eacch TCP data ssegment is 64 to 1000 bytees, the value of
o the
receiving w
window of thee receiver is rw
wnd = 32 to 644 bytes, window
w size is 163446, maximum hhop limit 64 an
ndthe
simulationn step size is 500 ms.
5. Conclussion
In this papper we have focused networkk migration froom IPv4 to IPvv6 in a large sccale network. D
Dual stack network
permits hoosts to simultaaneously reachh IPv4 and IPvv6 content maaking it a flexxible coexistennce approach.In
n the
tunnelling concept we caannot move fuully in IPv6. Thhere are also other problems like TCP migrration from IPv4 to
IPv6 increease protocol overhead
o
that iincrease latenccy and packet delay, each annd every routerr need to conffigure
tunnel for IPv6, which gives
g
more oveerhead. It is allso difficult to maintain the network as a S
Service Provid
der.In
this paper,, we conducteed IPv6 addresss planning, aan end-to-end performance assessment onn a real large-scale
network baackbone. In orrder to build a dual stack netw
twork, it is neccessary devicess and network infrastructuress that
have suppoorted IPv6 connnections. Thee whole system
m of dual stackk must be IPv66 compatible frrom source address
to destinaation address. The followinng shows ourr investigativee findings are explored onn end-to-end user
applicationn performancee using metriccs such as: roound trip timee, time sequennce, TCP throoughputs, the IPv6
network does as well as the IPv4 netw
work in terms of end-to-end performance. In dual stack network round
d trip
Pv6 and IPv4 connection do nnot show signiificant differennce. In a real laarge dual stackk network situa
ation,
time on IP
the througghput of the IP
Pv6 expandedd rapidly in sm
mall message sizes of 256 bbytes, and, it leveled out before
768-byte m
message size range. In dual sstack network we found sam
me TCP througghput for IPv6 and IPv4 netw
work.
Our estimaation outcomees show that thhe dual stack network is addept to providee stable network connectivity for
IPv4 and IIPv6 end-hostss.
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